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Absolute transverse mobility and ratchet effect on periodic two-dimensional symmetric substrates
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We present a simple model of an overdamped particle moving on a two-dimensional symmetric periodic
substrate with a dc drive in the longitudinal direction and additional ac drives in both the longitudinal and
transverse directions. For certain regimes we find that a finite longitudinal dc force produces a net dc response
only in the transverse direction, which we term absolute transverse mobility. Additionally, we find regimes
exhibiting a ratchet effect in the absence of an applied dc drive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an overdamped particle is driven with a dc drive
moves in the direction of the drive, and in the absence of
other external force the particle velocity increases linea
with the drive. If there is some form of pinning from a su
strate, then in general for a finite range of low drives t
particle will be immobile or pinned@1,2#. For higher drives
in the presence of pinning, the velocity versus force cur
can be highly nonlinear@1,2#. For certain asymmetric sub
strate potentials, the particle speed can decrease with inc
ing applied drive, an effect that is termed negative differe
tial resistance@3#. Such effects can also occur for collectio
of classical coupled particles interacting with periodic su
strates@4#. In addition, a particle may exhibit a finite averag
dc velocity in theabsenceof any external dc drive. This is
often referred to as a ratchet effect, which can be therma@5#
or deterministic@6#. Typically in ratchet systems there
some form of underlying asymmetric potential which lea
to a spatial symmetry breaking if the potential is flashed o
an additional external ac drive is present. In the case ofab-
solute negative mobility, when the particle is driven in the
positive direction, its motion is in theopposite~negative!
direction. Examples of this occur in ratchet systems co
posed of coupled particles, where the collective effects p
duce the negative mobility@7#. More recently a spatially
symmetric two-dimensional~2D! system was found which
exhibits absolute negative mobility for asingleclassical par-
ticle @8#. Many of these phenomena, such as negative dif
ential resistance and absolute negative mobility, also occu
various semiconductor devices, where they arise due
quantum effects@9#.

In a 2D system, there are additional possibilities for t
motion of an overdamped particle which are not available
1D systems. Under an external dc drive in the longitudina
x direction, the response can be a finite velocity in they or
transverse direction only. We call such a phenomenonabso-
lute transverse mobility.

In this work we present a simple model for a driven cla
sical overdamped particle moving in a 2Dsymmetricpoten-
tial that exhibits a variety of dynamical behaviors, includi
phase locking, absolute transverse mobility, and ratchet
fects. Additionally, we findreentrant pinning phenomena
where the moving particle becomes pinned upon increa
the drive. Our system consists of a particle moving ove
1063-651X/2003/68~4!/046102~7!/$20.00 68 0461
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symmetric periodic potential with an applied dc drive in t
x direction and two additional ac drives in both thex andy
directions. We set the amplitudes and frequencies for the
ac drives separately, and also consider highly nonlinear c
binations of the ac drives which produce asymmetric clo
orbits. In all cases, in the absence of a substrate and dc d
the average dc particle velocity is zero. Previous work o
similar system was performed with much simpler circu
particle orbits, produced by setting the amplitudes of both
drives equal to each other and fixing the phase differenc
90° @10#.

In the previous work, several symmetrical phases w
observed where the particle moves in both the transverse
longitudinal directions simultaneously when the dc drive
applied only in the longitudinal direction. In the current wo
we consider the case where the amplitudes or frequencie
the two ac drives aredifferent. Here a far richer variety of
classical closed orbits is realizable. The best examples
such orbits are Lissajous figures in which different sinusoi
orbits are plotted against one another.

Our results should apply to vortices moving in superco
ductors with periodic pinning arrays or Josephson junct
arrays @11–15# when ac currents are applied in both th
transverse and longitudinal directions. Additionally, the b
havior described here should be observable in colloids m
ing over 2D periodic light arrays@16,17# or through dynami-
cally manipulated arrays of holographic tweezers@18#.
Further systems include biomolecules moving through p
odic arrays of obstacles with two applied electric fields@19#,
electrons in a strong magnetic field moving through 2D a
tidot arrays with an additional ac drive to elongate one
rection of the electron orbit@20#, or ions moving in dissipa-
tive optical trap arrays@21# with ac applied fields. In the cas
of superconductors our results can also have applications
the controlled motion or removal of flux from supercondu
ors and superconducting quantum interference devices.
colloids and biomolecules our results could provide a use
method for separating different particle species.

II. MODEL

In our model we consider an overdamped particle mov
over a 2D periodic substrate. The equation of motion is
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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f5fs1fDC1fAC5h
dr

dt
~1!

with the damping constanth51. The assumption of over
damped motion should be valid for vortices in supercondu
ors or Josephson junction arrays as well as for colloidal s
tems. The substrate consists of a periodic square arra
obstacles with lattice constanta. The force from the sub-
strate, composed of a fixed square array of repulsive
ticles, isfs5(2¹U(x,y). This substrate can be realized
superconductors with a square periodic array of holes@11,12#
or magnetic dots@14# when each site captures one vortex a
additional vortices sit in the interstitial regions between
sites. The interstitial vortices move in a periodic potent
created by the repulsive interaction from the pinned vorti
so thatU(r )5F0ln(r) for r !2l2/d. Here forces are mea
sured in units ofF05F0

2d/16pl2, where F0 is the flux
quantum,d is the film thickness, andl is the London pen-
etration depth. This potential can be treated as in Ref.@22#.
The motion of interstitial vortices has been directly imag
in experiments with this geometry@12#, and phase-locking
effects and dc and ac driven interstitial vortex motion ha
also been observed@13#. For most of the results presente
here we use a system of size 8a38a. For larger systems we
observe the same results, indicating that our system is l
enough to capture the essential physics. We have tested
ferent initial conditions by placing the particle at differe
locations at the start of the simulations and find that
general results are unchanged. Additionally, we have con
ered other potentials, such as those created by fixed Coul
charges or Yukawa potentials, and find that they produce
same phases.

Throughout this work the dc drivefDC5 f DCx̂ is applied
along the positive longitudinal (x direction! symmetry axis
of the pinning array. The ac drive is applied in both thex and
y directions and is given by

fAC5A sin~vAt !x̂2B cos~vBt !ŷ. ~2!

Note that there isno dc driving component in the transvers
or y direction. In the first part of this work we setvA
5vB , fix B50.24, and varyA. ForA5B the particle moves
in a clockwise circle just large enough to encircle one ma
mum of the substrate potential. AsA decreases the particl
orbit becomes elliptical with the long side in they direction.
We monitor the time averaged particle velocityVx

5(1/TN)( t50
T ( i 50

N v i(t)• x̂, whereT is the period andN is
the number of particles, and similarly the time averag
transverse velocityVy as fDC is increased from 0 to 1.0 in
increments of 2.531024, with 33105 time steps spent a
each drive to ensure a steady state. Time is measured in
of t05h/F0. We also investigatevBÞvA for varied ac am-
plitude. In this case we find a ratchet effect.

III. ABSOLUTE TRANSVERSE MOBILITY

In Fig. 1 we plotVx ~heavy line! andVy ~light line! versus
f DC for different values ofA/B at fixed vA /vB51 anda
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51.42l. In Fig. 1~a!, at A/B50.875, Vx50 for f DC
,0.03, indicating that the particle is pinned in thex direc-
tion. For f DC>0.03, Vx increases in a series of steps
heightav. These steps are a signature of the phase lock
which occurs due to resonances between the applied ac
quency and the washboard frequency generated as the
ticle moves over the periodic substrate. As shown in F
1~a!, Vy has a finite value ofVy5av for f DC,0.03, indi-
cating that even though the dc drive is strictly in thex direc-
tion the particle is movingstrictly in they direction. In anal-
ogy with the phenomena of absolute negative mobil
where a particle moves in the opposite direction of an
plied driving force, we term the strictlyy-direction motion
absolute transverse mobility. For large enough drives,f DC
>0.16, the motion is strictly in thex direction. At interme-
diate drives, 0.03, f DC,0.16, different dynamical phase
appear. For 0.045, f DC,0.065 the particle moves in thex
direction only, while for 0.07, f DC,0.158, Vx5Vy , indi-
cating that the particle is moving at 45° with respect to t
drive. There is also a small region nearf DC50.035 where
45° motion occurs. In Fig. 1~b!, for A/B50.625 there is a
clear pinned phase at lowf DC where bothVx and Vy are
zero. As we increase the drive, we observe the same ph
shown in Fig. 1~a!, with the boundaries shifted. Near th
transitions of these phases, smaller steps inVx and Vy can
occur with heightpav/q wherep andq are integers. In Fig.
1~c!, for A/B50.375, 45° motion no longer appears. Instea
there is a remarkablereentrant pinned phase for 0.1385
, f DC,0.148. Asf DC increases, the particle is first pinne
then moves in they direction, is repinned, and finally move
in the x direction.

We next consider the particle trajectories in these differ
phases. We term the pinned regime phase Ip , the absolute
transverse mobility regime phase IIy , the 45° motion regime
phase IIIx-y , and the strictlyx-direction motion phase IVx .
In Fig. 2 we illustrate these phases for fixed values off DC
from the system in Fig. 1~a! with A/B50.875. The black
lines are the trajectories of the moving particle and the bl

FIG. 1. The longitudinal particle velocityVx /av ~heavy lines!
and transverse particle velocityVy /av ~light lines! vs applied dc

drive fDC5 f DCx̂ for ac amplitudes~a! A/B50.875, ~b! A/B
50.625, and~c! A/B50.375.
2-2
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ABSOLUTE TRANSVERSE MOBILITY AND RATCHET . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 046102 ~2003!
dots are the potential maxima of the underlying periodic s
strate. Figure 2~a! shows the trajectory of the moving partic
in phase IIy at f DC50.025. In every period the particl
makes a small loop, but the net motion of the particle is
the positivey direction only. In phase IIIx-y , shown in Fig.
2~b! for f DC50.0375, the particle moves equal distances
the x andy directions. Atf DC50.06, illustrated in Fig. 2~c!,
the phase IVx motion is strictly in thex direction, and the
particle translates a distancea every period. In Fig. 2~d! we
show the reentrant phase IIIx-y flow for f DC50.125, very
similar to that seen in Fig. 2~b!. For higher drivesf DC
.0.16, the motion is strictly in thex direction and is similar
to Fig. 2~c!.

For the simulations shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the parti
initially begins in the center of the plaquette with zero-
drive. We considered the effect of both using different sta
ing locations and settingf DC to a finite initial value. In each
case we find that the particle quickly settles into a regu
orbit. The orbits that appear whenVx or Vy is constant cor-
respond to the same periodic, phase-locked attractor o
that were obtained previously in Figs. 1 and 2. We do fi
some nonperiodic orbits in the regions whereVx or Vy are
not constant, such as in the transition regimes between
different phases.

We performed a series of simulations at different valu
of A/B to identify the onset of the four phases as a funct
of f DC . In Fig. 3 we present the resulting dynamic pha
diagramA/B versusf DC which shows a very rich structure
For A/B50 the system depins directly into phase IVx and
there are no phases that involve motion in they direction.
Phase IIy first occurs forA/B.0.03, and gradually increase

FIG. 2. The particle trajectories~black lines! for a fixed time
interval for the system in Fig. 1~a! with A/B50.875. The black dots
are the potential maxima of the periodic substrate.~a! f DC

50.025, phase IIy ; ~b! f DC50.0375, phase IIIx-y ; ~c! f DC50.06,
phase IVx ; and ~d! f DC50.125, phase IIIx-y .
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in width until A/B'0.43, when phase IIIx-y appears. The
reentrant pinning phase Ip decreases in size and then disa
pears over this same interval. There is also a small reg
aroundA/B*0.43 where phase IIy and phase IIIx-y are both
reentrant. A reentrant tongue of phase IVx at low drives ap-
pears forA/B.0.55. At all values ofA/B, the flow at large
f DC is strictly in thex direction ~phase IVx). The width of
the pinned phase Ip* increases upon approachingA/B51
from below since the almost circular particle orbit arou
one potential maximum is highly stable. Motion in they
direction~phase IIy) still appears for the symmetric ac driv
A/B51 due to the fact that the particular chirality of the
drive breaks the reflection symmetry across they axis.

For A/B.0.6, the sliver of reentrant phase IIIx-y falling
between phases IIy and IVx becomes gradually smaller a
A/B increases until it vanishes aboveA/B50.88. The tran-
sition from phase IIy to phase IVx at higher values ofA/B
.0.88 occurs in a very small window off DC but is not
completely sharp. Instead there is a small region where
flowing particle moves in both thex andy direction but at an
angle less than 45°. The flow is intermittent and jum
among different orbits or angles. We have also conside
the effect of starting the particle at a nonzero fixedf DC in the
transition region between phases IIy and IVx and find that the
flow will settle quickly to phase IIy or IVx .

We now consider the conditions under which transve
mobility and the reentrant pinning can occur, and indic
where the boundaries between the different phases are
pected to fall.

Pinned phases Ip and Ip* . The particle remains in the
pinned phase Ip as long as the combined dc and maximum
components are less than the confining barrier produced
the repulsive obstacles. This barrier has a strong angular
pendence due to its egg-carton shape, and the lowest p
of the barrier fall at the center of each of the four sides of
plaquette, atxmin

6 andymin
6 , where thex- or y-confining forces

pass through a minimum. The largest thresholds occur fo
particle trajectory along a 45° angle passing through the
tential maximum. AtA/B'0.88, a transition to a new pinne

FIG. 3. Dynamic phase diagram forA/B vs f DC for a system
with vA5vB . Phase Ip : pinned phase. Phase IIy : motion only in
the y direction. Phase IIIx-y : motion at 45°. Phase IVx : motion
only in thex direction.
2-3
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C. REICHHARDT AND C. J. OLSON REICHHARDT PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 046102 ~2003!
phase Ip* occurs. ForA/B,0.88, the pinned particle orbit i
contained inside a single plaquette. ForA/B.0.88, the orbit
becomes too large to fit inside the plaquette, and the par
switches to a larger orbit centered around one of the pote
maxima.

Transition from Ip to II y . For A50 and fixedB, the par-
ticle orbit consists of a single line extending from the top
the bottom of the plaquette, close to the minimu
y-confining force points of the potential,ymin

6 . Due to this
proximity induced by they component of the ac drive, th
particle depins in they direction before it depins in thex
direction for nonzero values ofA, and enters phase IIy . The
particle hops from one plaquette to the next plaquette in
positive y direction during a brief interval at the end of th
rising phase of the particle orbit. In order to make this h
the particle must be moving rapidly enough to reach the n
plaquette before the ac phase reaches the downward po
of the cycle. Increasingf DC or increasingA both contribute
to increasing the velocity of the particle during the hop. T
minimum f DC value required to permit the particle to hop
low but nonzeroA is f DC'0.11. As A/B increases, thex
component of the ac force also contributes to the part
velocity during the hop, so the value off DC that must be
applied to inducey direction motion drops, such that th
particle velocity during the hop at the onset of phasey
remains roughly constant asA/B increases.

Transition from IIy to Ip . As f d increases further within
phase IIy , for A/B,0.45, a transition to a reentrant pinne
phase occurs. Here, thex velocity of the particle has in-
creased enough so that the particle is swept past the m
mum in they-confining potentialymin

1 before it has time to
hop to the next plaquette. Thus the particle returns t
pinned orbit. The IIy-Ip transition line moves to higherf d
with increasingA/B due to the fact that the time required fo
the particle to complete its hop to the next plaquette drop
A/B increases. Therefore, a higherf DC is required to sweep
the particle pastymin

1 before the hop is complete.
Transition from Ip to IVx . Beyond the second pinne

phase Ip , as f DC is further increased, the particle orbit
shifted closer to the minimum in thex-confining potential on
the right side of the plaquette,xmin

1 , and when the combined
ac and dc forces in thex direction exceed the potentia
strength at this minimum, the particle depins in the positivx
direction. ForA/B,0.45, f DC at the depinning transition
decreases with increasingA/B due to the fact that the a
force also contributes to the net x-force on the particle. T
contribution saturates atA/B'0.45, when the IIy-Ip line
meets the Ip-IV x line and the reentrant phase disappears.

Transition from IIy to IVx , with a reentrant IIIx-y . For
A/B.0.45, asf DC is increased, the particle motion leav
phase IIy , passing briefly through a sliver of phase IIIx-y
before entering phase IVx , with motion in thex direction
only. Depinning of the particle in thex direction first occurs
when thex component of the ac drive combined withf DC

exceeds thex confining force of the potential atxmin
1 . At this

value of f DC , the particle is moving in both thex and y
directions in phase IIIx-y . Due to the x-motion of the particle
however, they motion becomes unstable, and at sligh
04610
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higher values off DC , the y motion ends and the particl
moves only in thex direction in phase IVx . As the drive is
further increased, stabley motion becomes possible agai
and the particle enters a wide region of phase IIIx-y .

Transition from IIIx-y to IVx at high fDC . As f DC is in-
creased further, they direction motion of phase IIIx-y ends
when the particle orbit becomes so extended in thex direc-
tion due to the increasedf DC that it can no longer depin in
they direction since it has moved away from they minimum
locationymin

1 .
We next consider the effect of changing the density of

system. We achieve this by performing a series of simu
tions for fixedA/B51.0 while varying the lattice constant o
the periodic substrate and changing the system size acc
ingly. This increases the effective substrate strength sinc
increases the barrier to hop from one plaquette to anothe
Fig. 4 we show the phase diagram of the substrate lat
constanta versusf DC . We consider lattice constants rangin
from 1.42l to 1.8l. New dynamic phases appear for lattic
constants outside this range. For smaller lattice constana
,1.42, the zero-dc drive orbits start to encircle two or mo
potential maxima. For larger lattice constants,a.1.8, the
phases start to show disordered or chaotic behavior,
phases Ip to IVx become difficult to define. Figure 4 show
that the width of the pinned phase Ip grows for denser sys
tems, as expected due to the increased barriers for in
plaquette jumps. It might be expected that phase IIy would
grow for smallera as the plaquettes shrink; however, th
increased repulsion caused by the shorter distance betw
the potential maxima and the particle causes the particle o
to shrink as well. Phase IIy and the first phase IVx both
shrink with decreasinga, while the second onset of phas
IV x occurs at a lower value off DC since the particle does no
need to move as far in thex direction in order to reach the
next plaquette.

We have also considered the effects of adding a ph
shift to the ac drives. We shift the phase of thex component
of the ac drive byd: A sin(vAt1d)x̂. This causes the particle
orbits to become tilted and elliptical. We restrict ourselves

FIG. 4. Dynamic phase diagram for substrate lattice constaa
vs f DC for a system withA5B and vA5vB . Phase Ip : pinned
phase. Phase IIy : motion only in they direction. Phase IIIx-y : mo-
tion at 45°. Phase IVx : motion only in thex direction.
2-4
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ABSOLUTE TRANSVERSE MOBILITY AND RATCHET . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 046102 ~2003!
the region20.05/p,d,0.1/p in phase space where th
four phases described above occur. For larger shifts
phases can arise. In Fig. 5 we plot the phase diagram
function of phase shiftd versusf DC . At d5p/2 the ac orbit
would be a straight line along 45°. Figure 5 shows that ad
increases from zero, which corresponds to the elliptical o
being tilted toward the right, phase IIy increases in size an
phase Ip decreases in size. For large enough shiftsd, phase
III x-y disappears. For negative phase shifts a new regio
phase IVx appears between phases Ip and IIy . For large
enough negative phase shifts we observe a ratchet effe
which the particle moves in thex direction with zero-dc
drive. We discuss this more in the following section. Also f
increasing negative phase shifts, phase IIy decreases in size
while phase IIIx-y increases in size.

IV. RATCHET EFFECTS

The elliptical ac drives in the preceding sections prese
the combinedx and y reflection symmetries of the system
The ac drives with additional asymmetries can produce a
dc motion or ratchet effect in the absence of a dc drive.
consider a system withf DC50 under an asymmetric applie
ac drive of the form

fAC5A@sin~vAt !1sin3~vBt !# x̂2B cos~vBt !ŷ, ~3!

where vB /vA50.8. In Fig. 6~a! we plot Vy versusA for
constantB50.34 andf DC50. In this regime,Vx50. There
are a series of regions for increasingA that have a finite dc
value ofVy in both the positive and negative directions, i
dicating a ratchet effect with velocityavB/2. In Fig. 6~c! we
illustrate a positiveVy orbit from the system in Fig. 6~a! at
A50.285. The orbit has alternating lobes which are ang
in the positivey direction. In Fig. 6~d! we show that the
negativeVy orbit at A50.5 is composed of an alternatin
double rectangular orbit which is tilted in the negativey
direction.

FIG. 5. Dynamic phase diagram for the phase shiftd in units of
2/p vs f DC for a system withvA5vB andA5B. The phase shift is
added to thex component of the ac drive. Phase Ip : pinned phase.
Phase IIy : motion only in they direction. Phase IIIx-y : motion at
45°. Phase IVx : motion only the in thex direction.
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We have also found ratchet regimes where there is a fi
dc velocity in theoppositedirection of the applied dc drive
In Fig. 6~b!, we plot Vx versusf DC for a system withfAC

5A sin(vAt)x̂2B cos(vBt)ŷ, B/A50.7, andvA /vB51.85.
Here there is a regime 0, f DC,0.0075 where the particle is
moving backwardwith respect to the dc drive, which is ap
plied in the positivex direction. The system enters a pinne
phase for 0.009, f DC,0.014 before beginning to mov
strictly in the positivex direction for f DC.0.014. We note
that this negative velocity in opposition to the dc drive is n
a negative mobility regime. Instead, it is a ratchet effe
which can persist for a range of opposite dc drive. The f
that there is a finite negative velocity even atf DC50.0, as
seen in Fig. 6~b!, shows that the dc drive is not causing th
net dc motion.

A basic question is what are the minimal ac drive crite
required to produce a ratchet effect atf DC50.0. In general
we find that ratchet effects occur for ac drives in which
least one of the spatial reflection symmetries is brok

FIG. 6. ~a! Transverse velocityVy /avB vs A at f DC50 andB
50.34 for a system with an asymmetric ac drive,vB /vA50.8. ~b!
Longitudinal velocityVx vs f DC for a system atB/A50.7 showing
a negative ratchet effect atf DC,0.0075.~c! Particle trajectory for a
positive Vy orbit from panel~a! at A50.285, B50.34, andf DC

50. ~d! Particle trajectory for a negativeVy orbit from panel~a! at
A50.5, B50.34, andf DC50.
2-5
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C. REICHHARDT AND C. J. OLSON REICHHARDT PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 046102 ~2003!
An example of a simple ac drive that produces
zero-dc ratchet effect isfAC5A sin(vAt)x̂1A sin(1.5vAt) x̂
2B cos(1.5vBt) ŷ, with A/B51 andvA /vB51. In Fig. 7~a!
we plot Fx versusFy for this ac drive in the absence of

FIG. 7. ~a! and~b! Fx vs Fy for ac drives that produce a ratch

effect. ~a! fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂1A sin(1.5vAt) x̂2B cos(1.5vBt) ŷ,
A/B51, A51, andvA /vB51. ~b! A ratchet effect produced by a

phase shift:fAC5A sin(vAt1d)x̂2B cos(vBt), d50.287, A/B51,
and vA /vB51. ~c! and ~d! Fx vs Fy for ac drives that do not

produce a ratchet effect.~c! fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂2B cos(vBt)ŷ with

A/B51 andvA /vB51. ~d! fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂2B cos(2vBt)ŷ with
A/B51 andvA /vB51.
04610
substrate withA51.0. In Fig. 8~a! we show the particle mo-
tion over the substrate forf DC50.0. The particle translate
in the negativey direction. Figure 7~a! shows that the ac
drive breaks a spatial symmetry across they axis. The orbit
of the particle thus breaks anx-axis symmetry. In Fig. 7~c!

we plotFx versusFy for fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂2B cos(vBt)ŷ with
A/B51 andvA /vB51, and in Fig. 7~d! we plot Fx versus
Fy for fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂2B cos(2vBt)ŷ with A/B51 and
vA /vB51. These drives do not produce a zero-dc ratc
effect, and these orbits do not break a reflection symme
As indicated in the phase diagram of Fig. 6, the addition o
phase shift to the ac drive in thex direction produces anothe
simple ac drive that exhibits a zero-dc ratchet effect. In F
8~b! we show a particle orbit under the addition of a negat
phase shift, fAC5A sin(vAt1d)x̂2B cos(vBt) with d
50.287, A/B51, andvA /vB51, that produces a zero-d
ratchet effect in thex direction.Fx versusFy for this orbit is
illustrated in Fig. 7~b!. The ac drive in Fig. 7~b! breaks both
thex andy reflection symmetries. We note that even if an
drive breaks a reflection symmetry it does not necessa
produce a zero-dc ratchet. However, we have never obse
zero-dc ratcheting for symmetrical ac drives.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a simple model of a particle driven
a two-dimensional symmetric periodic substrate with an
liptical ac drive. In certain regimes, the particle mov
strictly in they direction when the dc drive is applied in th
x direction. We term this effect absolute transverse mobil
al
tive
FIG. 8. The particle trajectories~black line! for a fixed time interval andf DC50.0 for motion in a 2D periodic substrate with potenti
maxima located at the black dots.~a! A ratchet effect due to the breaking of a reflection symmetry. The particle moves in the negay

direction when driven with the ac drive shown in Fig. 7~a!: fAC5A sin(vAt)x̂1A sin(1.5vAt) x̂2B cos(1.5vBt) ŷ, A/B51, andvA /vB

51. ~b! A ratchet effect produced by the addition of a phase shift. The particle moves in the positivex direction when driven with the ac

drive shown in Fig. 7~b!: fAC5A sin(vAt1d)x̂2B cos(vBt), d50.287,A/B51, andvA /vB51.
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Additionally, we have mapped several dynamic phase d
grams for this system, which feature a number of dynam
phases including simultaneous motion in thex and y direc-
tions, as well as a reentrant pinned phase. For ac dr
which produce asymmetric orbits, net dc motion or a zero
ratchet effect can arise in the absence of an applied dc d
Our results can be tested experimentally and have usefu
plications for controlling flux motion in superconductor
,

.

i-

et

v,

, H

04610
-
al

es
c
e.
p-

colloids in optical trap arrays, and biomolecules movi
through a periodic obstacle array.
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